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"Based on their travel behaviors and attitudes, Millennials
are emerging as one of the most valuable population

segments for the growing US travel industry. Mintel’s
consumer research data indicates that not only are they

leading in leisure travel and business travel spending, but
they are also blurring the lines between leisure and

business travel."
Rupa Ghosh, Analyst - Leisure & Travel

This report looks at the following areas:

• Millennials are emerging as the most important travelers
• Millennials want to splurge
• Millennials most interested in sharing economy
• Increase in travel booking competitiveness for foreign markets

Definition

The purpose of this Report is to identify Millennials’ travel attitudes and behaviors, and to better
understand which factors inspire and influence them.

Millennials
The generation born between 1977 and 1994. In 2016, Millennials are between the ages of 22 and 39.

When split into two groups, Millennials are defined as:

Younger Millennials
Millennials born between 1987 and 1994. In 2016, Younger Millennials are between the ages of 22 and
29.
Older Millennials
Millennials born between 1977 and 1986. In 2016, Older Millennials are between the ages of 30 and 39.

Vacation travel:
Nonbusiness leisure travel that includes at least one overnight stay. This may include visits to family,
volunteering, religious events, or other nonbusiness overnight stays.

Business travel:
Client meetings, meetings with co-workers in other offices, attending conferences, presenting at
conferences, trade show or convention, taking a professional class or seminar, and teaching a
professional class or seminar that includes at least one overnight stay.
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Figure 35: Millennials’ business travel in the last 12 months, by younger and older, February 2016

Similar to travel overall, most recent vacations are to US destinations
Figure 36: Most recent leisure travel – Duration/destination, Millennials indexed to all, February 2016

One in five Millennial dads most recently vacationed out of the country
Figure 37: Most recent leisure travel, by gender and parent status, February 2016

Domestic vacations make financial sense
Figure 38: Most recent leisure travel – Domestic, by household income, employment status and education, February 2016

Millennials more likely to have traveled for all reasons evaluated
Figure 39: Type of vacation travel in the past 12 months – Any, Millennials indexed to all, February 2016

Millennial parents experience a greater variety of vacation types
Figure 40: Millennials’ type of vacation travel in the past 12 months – Any, by parent status, February 2016

Hispanic Millennials more likely to enjoy cities, theme parks, cruises
Figure 41: Millennials’ type of vacation travel in the past 12 months – Any – Select, by race/Hispanic origin, February 2016

Internet used most widely, Millennials also using other sources
Figure 42: Research for most recent vacation travel – Nets – Millennials indexed to all, February 2016

Millennials aren’t commitment shy – But they do seek validation from others

Mobile research lags – For now, traditional methods still relevant
Figure 43: Millennials’ research for most recent vacation travel, February 2016

Affluent Millennials seek traditional vacation planning tools
Figure 44: Millennials’ research for most recent vacation travel, by household income, February 2016

Parents – Particularly dads – Using a variety of research methods
Figure 45: Millennials’ research for most recent vacation travel, by gender and parent status, February 2016

For some activities Millennials seek out traditional planning tools
Figure 46: Research for most recent vacation travel, by most recent travel type, February 2016

Good news: Millennials more likely to splurge in nearly every area
Figure 47: Saving versus splurging on vacations – Splurge – Millennials indexed to all, February 2016

Millennial men more likely than Millennial women to splurge on vacations
Figure 48: Millennials splurging on vacations, by gender, February 2016

Parents more likely to splurge in all areas – Except for restaurants, meals
Figure 49: Millennials splurging on vacations, by parent status, February 2016

Millennials seek immersive travel
Figure 50: Vacation preferences and interests, by all, all vacationers, Millennials, Millennial vacationers, February 2016

Multigenerational trips have a stronger audience among Millennials

Most Recent Vacation

Type of Vacation Travel

Most Recent Vacation Planning Research

Splurging versus Saving

Vacation Interests and Inspiration
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Figure 51: Millennials’ interest in multigenerational trips, by gender, parent status, gender, and parent status, February 2016

Hotel alternatives even more attractive to parents
Figure 52: Millennials’ interest in lodging alternatives to hotels, by gender and parent status, February 2016

Millennials have varied travel inspirations
Figure 53: Vacation inspiration, by all, all vacationers, Millennials, Millennial vacationers, February 2016

Males, younger Millennials look for technology to inspire their travels
Figure 54: Millennials’ interest in technology for making vacation decision, by gender and age, February 2016

The more the better – Millennials on a quest for new experiences

Are Millennials addicted to travel?
Figure 55: Travel attitudes – Destinations, by all, all vacationers and Millennials, Millennial vacationers, February 2016

However, safety concerns may temper travel
Figure 56: Travel attitudes – Concerns, by all, all vacationers, Millennials, Millennial vacationers, February 2016

I travel, therefore I am: Millennials define their identity through travel
Figure 57: Travel attitudes – Importance, by all, all vacationers, Millennials, Millennial vacationers, February 2016

Millennials are budget conscious but willing to splurge
Figure 58: Travel attitudes – Cost, by all, all vacationers, Millennials, Millennial vacationers, February 2016

Overview
Figure 59: Millennial traveler segments, February 2016

Spendy Experiential Travel Addicts (45%)

Definition and demographics

Characteristics

Opportunities

Enthusiastic Invincible Travel Investors (27%)

Definition and demographics

Characteristics

Opportunities

Budget Conscious Contented Travelers (28%)

Definition and demographics

Characteristics

Opportunities
Figure 60: Attitudes toward vacation, by Millennial traveler segments, February 2016

Data sources

Consumer survey data

Consumer qualitative research

Terms

Attitudes toward Vacation

Consumer Segmentation

Appendix – Data Sources and Abbreviations
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Figure 61: Household income distribution, by age of householder, 2014

Appendix – Market
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